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	Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2009 is a business management solution that helps simplify and streamline highly specialized business processes such as finance, manufacturing, customer relationship management, supply chains, analytics, and electronic commerce for small and medium-sized enterprises. ERP systems like NAV thus become the center of a company's day-to-day operations. When you learn to program in an environment like this it opens up doors to many other exciting areas like .NET programming, SQL Server, and Web Services.


	Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2009 Programming Cookbook will take you through interesting topics that span a wide range of areas such as integrating the NAV system with other software applications like Microsoft Office, creating reports to present information from multiple areas of the system, and so on. You will not only learn the basics of NAV programming, but you will also be exposed to the technologies that surround the NAV system such as .NET programming, SQL Server, and Web Services.


	The first half of the cookbook will help programmers coming to NAV for the first time by walking them through the building blocks of writing code and creating objects like tables, forms, and reports.


	The second half focuses on using the technologies surrounding NAV to build better solutions. You will learn how to write .NET code that works with the NAV system and how to integrate the system with other software applications like Microsoft Office or even custom programs. You will also discover some of the features of the Role Tailored Client including creating Pages and custom add-ins.


	A set of to-the-point tutorials to quickly teach you what you need to know about NAV Programming


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Learn basic programming concepts like variables, loops, and conditionals
	
		Build tables and perform complex actions on their data
	
		Design different types of forms to display and interact with business data
	
		Create reports to present information from multiple areas of the system
	
		Write C# .NET code that will work inside the NAV client
	
		Learn advanced security techniques including integrating your code with Active Directory
	
		Build solutions that work with the entire Microsoft Office suite of products
	
		Write code to interact with the Windows file system and registry
	
		Create objects to send your data to other applications and read data from other databases
	
		Learn to work with SQL Server and execute basic queries against the NAV database
	
		Design solutions for the Role Tailored Client



	Approach


	You won't find any fluff here. This book is written in a direct, to-the-point style to help you get what you need and continue working in NAV. At the same time it provides enough explanation so that you understand what we are doing and why it is necessary.


	In many programming books you will find yourself searching through paragraph after paragraph to try to find what you are looking for. That's not the case here. Each recipe starts with a short description of what it will teach. It is immediately followed with directions, usually with illustrations, of how to perform the task. You will find the explanation of the code at the end, along with some advice for further reading or other tasks you might be interested in.


	Who this book is written for


	If you are a junior / entry-level NAV developer then the first half of the book is designed primarily for you. You may or may not have any experience programming. It focuses on the basics of NAV programming. It would be best if you have gone through a brief introduction to the NAV client.


	If you are a mid-level NAV developer, you will find the second half more useful. These chapters explain how to think outside of the NAV box when building solutions.


	There are also recipes here and there that senior developers will find useful.
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Clinical Pathways in Neuro-Ophthalmology: An Evidence-Based ApproachThieme Medical Publishers, 2003

	Written by an ophthalmologist and a neurologist with more than 30 years

	experience between them, this is the first book devoted specifically to

	differential diagnosis in neuro-ophthalmology. The expanded and updated second

	edition uses an evidence-based approach to link symptoms to specific findings,

	and covers...
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SQL Server 2000 Stored Procedure ProgrammingMcGraw-Hill, 2000
Design, deploy, and manage stored procedures in enterprise data applications

SQL Server 2000 Stored Procedure Programming shows you how to use Transact-SQL to design, debug, and manage custom stored procedures, functions, and triggers. You'll learn to manage SQL Server resources using new features of Enterprise Manager, Query analyzer,...
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Translating Statistics to Make Decisions: A Guide for the Non-StatisticianApress, 2017

	
		Examine and solve the common misconceptions and fallacies that non-statisticians bring to their interpretation of statistical results. Explore the many pitfalls that non-statisticiansâ€•and also statisticians who present statistical reports to non-statisticiansâ€•must avoid if statistical results are to be correctly used for...
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The Massachusetts General Hospital Guide to Depression: New Treatment Insights and Options (Current Clinical Psychiatry)Springer, 2018

	
		Major Depressive Disorder (MDD) is one of the most prevalent psychiatric disorders, with a lifetime prevalence rate of roughly 20%. MDD is a leading cause of disability and premature death worldwide, leads to greater impairment in work functioning than other chronic medical conditions, and has an estimated annual cost of $210 billion...
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The Immune Synapse as a Novel Target for Therapy (Progress in Inflammation Research)Birkhauser, 2007

	This volume gives an overview on the progress in immune synapse research, from basic science to clinical trials, and the major mechanisms involved. It discusses how interfering with T cell activation may lead to immune tolerance, immune modulation, and the recruitment of regulatory T cells; the role of monoclonal antibodies in tolerance...
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Professional J2EE Programming with BEA WebLogic ServerJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000
Despite its wordy title, Professional Java 2 Enterprise Edition with  BEA WebLogic Server actually is one of the better books that you can get for  learning JSP-based programming with Java and Enterprise JavaBeans (EJBs). By  highlighting practical matters--including setting up and running the popular BEA  WebLogic Server, and benchmarking...
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